RUBEN SALAZAR CLASSROOM PBIS MATRIX
Entering the Classroom

Individual Work

Stays Safe

-Arrive before late bell
-Calmly enter
-Keep hands, feet, objects to self
-Walk to assigned seat
-Stay in own personal space

-Respect personal space
-Move to your destination
-Walk safely
-Sit in assigned seat
-Follow teachers directions

-Wait your turn
-Keep area organized
-Leave your area clean
-Move in a careful manner when
moving to your new group area

-Stay on approved websites
-No food or beverages around
computers
-Sign out of personal accounts
-Make sure that all personal
information is private

-Stay in own personal space
-Keep hands, feet, objects to self
-Push in your chair
- Wait for teacher to dismiss you
-Leave class quietly

Acts with

-Be respectful of your classmates
-Enter with a positive attitude
-Wait at the door until invited in
by teacher
-Follow the dress code

-Be courteous to adults and
peers
-Complete your own work
-Use resources
appropriately

-Complete your own original work
-Assist others as needed
-Use resources appropriately

-Remember the rules of digital
citizenship
-Use technology for educational
purposes

-Return any borrowed materials or
supplies
-Use materials appropriately
-Take only personally owed materials

--Enter the class quietly
-Greet the teacher
-Be on time
- Use “ inside voice”

-Use appropriate voice level
-Have positive interactions
-Listen attentively

-Use your inside voice
-Be friendly
-Participate in group discussions
-Listen to ideas/comments of others

-Refrain from using cellphones
-Use earbuds when necessary
-Make sure to charge device when
you return to the cart
-Close all windows

-Listen to all final instructions and
directions
-Remain seated unless +teacher
directs otherwise
-Do not leave class without teacher
permission

-Use appropriate voice
- Respect the class environment
as you enter
-Respect others
Use appropriate language

-Be courteous to adults and
classmates
-Get along with each other

-Show appreciation for the efforts of
others
-Use polite words and good manners
-Understand that everyone learns at
different speeds

-Follow online rules of etiquette
-Remember rules of digital
citizenship

-Let others finish
- Respect the class environment as you
exit
-Use appropriate language as you exit
classroom and enter walkways

-Use restroom and get water
before class
-Follow class procedures
-Arrive on time
-Sit and get ready to start
-Bring all necessary materials to
class

-Be considerate of those
working in the classrooms
-Calm quiet behavior
-Follow all deadlines
-Stay on task

-Follow teacher/group deadlines
-Complete all group assignments in a
timely manner
-Stay on task
-Be in your assigned area
-Quietly wait for instructions or
directions

-Handle all equipment with care
-Notify teacher/adult of problems
with computers
- You are accountable for your
online words and conduct
-Set devices to silent/vibrate and
put away

-Make sure all your materials are put
away
- Go directly to your next assigned
area/class
-Clean up after yourself
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Exiting the Classroom

